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Illustrations and simple, rhyming text invite the reader on a jungle adventure to seek Tiger, Crocodile, Monkey, and other animals,
lifting flaps to reveal the sound each makes.
The forest was bustling with activity. As the red and orange leaves swirled in the wind, Robin started to worry. Something was
changing. Finch was flying south, because Winter was coming. Squirrel was burying food, because Winter was coming. Even Owl
was making his nest warm. Why? That's right – because Winter was coming. Robin decided he didn't like the sound of Winter one
little bit. But that was before the snow ... A beautifully tender story of a little robin's first winter from the enormously talented creator
of The Dawn Chorus.
A charming, tongue-in-cheek book for dinosaur lovers young and old.
Lift and Look DinosaursBloomsbury Children's Books
Meet Tyrone T. rex, Stacey Stegosaurs and the rest of the Dino Diggers – the best builders in Dino Town, who will never let you
down! The perfect book for dinosaur and digger fans EVERYWHERE! Today the Dino Diggers are building a car factory, but
disaster strikes when Tyrone T. rex hits a water pipe. OH NO! Time for the Dino Diggers to do what they do best! The first in a new
series for fans of dinosaurs and diggers, with a fantastic free slot-together novelty included in every book. Collect the whole series
for hours of dino fun. For fans of Amazing Machines, Dylan's Amazing Dinosaurs and Bob the Builder.
What's happening in the palace? Where is the fairy godmother? Meet the princesses and prepare for a magical ball, all whilst
learning your first words!This enchanting lift-the-flap book is perfect for princess fans everywhere!Bloomsbury's Lift-the-flap
Friends board books are packed full of fun flaps and gorgeous illustrations which young children will love. Available in a range of
fun topics, including Dinosaurs, Fairies, Princess and Pirates.
A simple lift-the-flap book featuring things children might see in the garden.
• Series sold over 3 million. • Big board book ideal for babies and toddlers. • Stunning large format brings images to life. • Helps
build a child's vocabulary.
Join five little Easter Bunnies as they set off on an exciting lift-the-flap Easter egg hunt. With five delicious eggs to find and count,
it's a perfect springtime adventure! Can you help the bunnies climb trees, peek into nests and look under leaves to find their eggs?
You'll have to lift the flaps to search for the tasty prizes - and there might be some surprises along the way too! Based on the
popular childhood rhyme 'Five Little Speckled Frogs', this joyful, interactive book is packed with adorable bunnies, lambs, chicks
and ducklings. Get ready for non-stop Easter fun in this beautifully illustrated read-aloud, full of the joys of spring. From creators of
the bestselling We're Going on an Egg Hunt and Hop Little Bunnies.
Count from ten to one and back again in this action-packed rhyming prehistoric adventure! Ten Little Dinosaurs set off in search of
adventure... But what will the Ten Little Dinosaurs do when they meet a grumpy triceratops? And a stomping diplodocus? And a
HUNGRY T-REX? Part traditional counting rhyme, part fun-filled story, Ten Little Dinosaurs is perfect for sharing together. Read
the bouncy rhyming story and count from ten to one and back again, as the dinosaurs disappear then reappear. Spot and count
the details on each page, and join in with all the great sound-words! The Ten Little series has sold over a million copies worldwide,
and Ten Little Bookworms is a 2019 World Book Day title. 'Count along with these adventurous dinosaurs in roaringly funny
rhymes.' The Independent 'Brilliant to help teach children recognise numbers.' Huffington Post 'Riotous fun... Sure to raise a roar
of approval' New Statesman
How many bones do I have in my body? What does my heart do? And why do we breathe? Find out in this fact-filled book, the first
in a new non-fiction series for children aged 5+. Each book answers 100 questions in a simple and informative way, and has more
than 70 lift-flaps to open.
Why are civil authorities in so-called liberal democracies affronted by public nudity and the Islamic full-face 'veil'? Why is law and
civil order so closely associated with robes, gowns, suits, wigs and uniforms? Why is law so concerned with the 'evident' and the
need for justice to be 'seen' to be done? Why do we dress and obey dress codes at all? In this, the first ever study devoted to the
many deep cultural connections between dress and law, the author addresses these questions and more. His responses flow from
the radical thesis that 'law is dress and dress is law'. Engaging with sources from The Epic of Gilgamesh to Shakespeare, Carlyle,
Dickens and Damien Hirst, Professor Watt draws a revealing history of dress and civil order and offers challenging conclusions
about the nature of truth and the potential for individuals to fit within the forms of civil life.
The perfect book for the young dinosaur fan. This easy-to-read dinosaur picture book is filled with beautiful illustrations, and facts
about dinosaurs and how they lived. Its delightful pages will fascinate young children. My Best Dinosaur Fact Book is both a great
bedtime book, and a wonderful activity book. There are dinosaurs to learn about, dinosaurs to find and even dinosaurs to draw.
Join your child on a journey of discovery, and inspire them to look at the natural world around them in a new and exciting way... By
the author of the popular "Act Normal" series of chapter books.
In the days before the Russian Revolution, twelve-year-old Feodora sets out to rescue her mother when the Tsar's Imperial Army
imprisons her for teaching tamed wolves to fend for themselves.
A masterpiece of storytelling with evocative and stunning illustrations, destined to be read for years to come. The wishing stars
burn bright tonight, the air is thick with dreams, And a deeply sleeping dinosaur is waking up, it seems . . . In a town by the
seaside, Marianne is often seen foraging on the beach. But she isn't playing with children her own age. Instead Marianne is alone,
and digging for dinosaur bones to build a special sort of companion. Then, one night, she goes to sleep wishing with all her heart
that her dinosaur might come to life . . . A very rare and special book where the words and pictures take you on a magical journey
far beyond the page. This audio-enabled edition comes with a gorgeous reading by Sarah Ovens, along with gorgeous music and
sound effects.
Can Chloe Deal dazzle on stage, with some help from the builders at home? Dad's weird and wonderful extended family are
coming to stay at Christmas, and in preparation the Deal house is finally going to be redecorated! Dad's taken a job in Germany to
pay for it, but as the builders start work they uncover more serious problems with the house.. Will Dad ever be able to move back
home? Chloe has landed a starring role in her school play, but Imogen is the lead, and being as insufferable as ever. She even
has a stage-kiss with Thomas! Can Mum and the kids pull off two school plays, a house refurbishment and a supersize Deal family
Christmas? Another warm, funny family story from OUR HOUSE.
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Amelia has a dinosaur in her bathtub; a rather LARGE dinosaur. His name is Pierre, and he's from France. Amelia and
Pierre have lots of fun adventures together, like travelling to the moon, eating giant ice creams and dancing upside-down.
Magically imaginative and brilliantly different, There's a Dinosaur in My Bathtub will captivate all children . . . And their
parents, too! Brilliantly read by Claire Skinner. Please note that audio is not supported by all devices, please consult your
user manual for confirmation.
Invites young readers to lift flaps to join a magical fairy tea party, search for fairy friends, and help the fairies prepare for a
ball.
Who is busy in the hive' What is flying around the pond' Who is hiding in the trees' Lift the flaps to peek into a
honeycomb, count the beetles, or look for bugs underground. With bright illustrations, this is a lovely first introduction to
insects. Bloomsbury's Lift and Look board books are packed full of large cut-out flaps, specially designed for little hands.
They also feature bright and beautiful illustrations and fun, engaging text, which children will adore. Available in a range
of young children's favourite topics, including Flowers and Plants, Garden, School, Dinosaurs and Space.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE BOOKTRUST STORYTIME PRIZE Join two seafaring pirates and their captain on a nautical
adventure to find a treasure chest. Add to that a text that is read aloud to the tune of 'Row, Row, Row Your Boat' and you
have a book that will be enjoyed time and time again! Go, go, pirate boat, Across the salty sea, Raise the anchor, hoist
the sail, It's a pirate's life for me. Little pirate fans will have endless fun singing along to the tune of a favourite nursery
rhyme and doing the pirate actions in this fun ocean adventure. With bold, colourful illustrations by the instantly
recognisable Nick Sharratt and text by talented newcomer Katrina Charman - creators of the bestselling Car, Car, Truck,
Jeep, which was selected for BookTrust's inaugural 2019 Pyjamarama campaign and distributed to 450,000 children
across the UK.
This visually astonishing story takes children on a journey into and through the brain. Simple but beautifully illustrated
metaphors explain the different jobs that our brains do, and how they use brain cells to accomplish them. From the
senses to sleep, memories to making decisions, this book brings the wonder of brains and brain science to life.
Conceived, written and designed by Dr Betina Ip, a pracitising neuroscientist who is also an artist, and a parent of two
young children. Combines anatomical illustrations with metaphorical representations of brain at work. An information
book that has the look and feel of a picture book.
Crawly! Hairy! Maybe a bit scary? Snails slime upside down. Eeek! Worms can somersault and butterflies smell like cake.
YUM. Wait, don't eat them... Because bugs are truly BRILLIANT! Matt Robertson's quirky text and sweet yet hilarious
illustrations show exactly why minibeasts can be truly awesome in their own unique way. The book includes 14 hilarious
globally inclusive, bug-tastic spreads, featuring worms, bees, beetles, dragonflies, butterflies, moths, grasshoppers,
spiders, ants, snails and stick insects. Find out how honey bees make their honey, why moths always fly around lamps
and how bombardier beetles protect themselves from hungry predators. There's something new to learn about each bug.
Did you know that stick insects can dance? Or that butterflies can smell like cake? And guess what? A grasshopper will
spit on you if it gets angry! So always be good to grasshoppers, give spiders a smile not a screech and never get angry
at ants! There are so many more fun facts to uncover about our tiny furry and slimy friends.
THE BUNNY ADVENTURES: OVER A MILLION COPIES SOLD! There are lots of sleepy animals to wake up in this
bouncy, energetic picture book. Lift the flaps, then hop with the little bunnies, cheep with the chicks, baa with the lambs
and mew with the kittens. An interactive book, full of non-stop fun, based on the popular nursery rhyme 'Sleeping
Bunnies'. This is full of the joys of spring and the perfect gift all year round. From the illustrator of the bestselling We're
Going on an Egg Hunt.
Some puppies are out and about, doing clever things.
Lulu and the Noisy Baby offers a gentle introduction to the arrival of a new baby through the eyes of the older sibling.
Ahoy there! Meet the pirate crew, explore the ship, and search for hidden treasure in this fun lift-the-flap board book!Bloomsbury's
Lift-the-flap Friends board books are packed full of fun flaps and gorgeous illustrations which young children will love. Available in
a range of fun topics, including Dinosaurs, Fairies, Princess and Pirates.
"What's growing in the greenhouse? Can you find the sunflower seeds? Lift the flaps to peek under the flowers, count the ants, or
match the leaf to the right tree. With bright illustrations, this is a lovely introduction to flowers and plants. Bloomsbury's Lift and
Look board books are packed full of large cut-out flaps, specially designed for little hands. They also feature bright and beautiful
illustrations and fun, engaging text, which children will adore."--Provided by publisher.
What do dinosaurs eat for lunch and what do they see every day? Lift the flaps to blast into a prehistoric adventure and find out the
answer to these questions and more! Enjoy introducing your little ones to the majesty of dinosaurs with this beautiful board book,
packed full of exciting discoveries.
Set to the tune of Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star, this riotous dinosaur adventure is perfect for dino lovers! Rumble, rumble, dinosaur!
Wake up dinos, time to roar. Follow along with a whole host of different dinosaurs as they go through one exciting dino day! Join
the friendly stegosaurus, the gigantic diplodocus, the fearsome T. Rex, and others as they roar their way from morning to bedtime!
This text is set to the tune of Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star, making it perfect for storytime and reading aloud. With bright colors,
playful rhymes, and plenty of dinosaurs, this adventure provides endless fun for dino fans both big and small. Little ones will love
singing along to the tune of a favorite nursery rhyme!
This book is bursting with cars, buses, planes, trains, trucks, diggers and many more things that go. Add to that a text that is read
aloud to the tune of 'Baa, Baa, Black Sheep' and ... What a combination!Car, car, truck, jeep,have you any fuel?Yes, sir, yes,
sir,three tanks full.One for the red bus,one for the train,and one for the pilotin her jumbo jet plane.With bold, colourful illustrations
by the instantly recognisable Nick Sharratt and text by talented newcomer Katrina Charman, vehicle-obsessed little ones will never
want to put this book down.
Lions, Tigers, Penguins, Zebras and Gorillas, oh my! Full of bright and beautiful illustrations that capture the fun and adventure of
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going to the Zoo and designed to provide hours of coloring, doodling and sticker fun, this delightful book is the perfect learning tool
for any kid and parent constantly on the move. With over 100 stickers to play with, you won't be able to resist revisiting these
fascinating animals over and over again!
Bloomsbury Scientists is the story of the network of scientists and artists living in a square mile of London before and after the First
World War. This inspired group of men and women viewed creativity and freedom as the driving force behind nature, and each
strove to understand this in their own inventive way. Their collective energy changed the social mood of the era and brought a new
synthesis of knowledge to ideas in science and art. Class barriers were threatened as power shifted from the landed oligarchy to
those with talent and the will to make a difference.
I was in my Granny's kitchen eating extra-special cake, when the walls began to tremble and the roof began to SHAKE. KNOCK!
KNOCK! KNOCK! Ring! Ring! Ring! Oh MY – a dino's at the door. And now it's taken Granny ... SOMEONE STOP THAT
DINOSAUR! Chase down the GRAN-NAPPING brontosaurus in this rollicking, rhyming, ROAR-some romp. Can you catch the
naughty dinosaur and get back to Granny's house before Mum comes home at six o'clock? From Alex English and Ben Cort, the
bestselling illustrator of Alien Loves Underpants, comes an irresistibly rib-tickling book that kids will want to read again and again
... and AGAIN! This audio-enabled edition comes with a brilliant reading by Sam Newton, along with music and sound effects.
Yo! Ho! Ho! Join the fun as four bunnies set off on a thrilling pirate adventure to find the hidden treasure chest. With ten gold coins
to find hidden under the flaps, it's an action-packed treasure hunt! You'll need to watch out for the obstacles along the way –
leaping dolphins, colourful parrots, scary sharks and naughty monkeys – and help the bunnies get home in time for a delicious
SURPRISE! Stuffed with piratical fun, this is the perfect gift for everyone who loves adventure. From the bestselling Laura Hughes,
illustrator of We're Going on an Egg Hunt and We're Going on an Elf Chase, this gorgeously illustrated lift-the-flap romp is packed
full of treasure and tropical creatures – perfect for little pirates everywhere! We're going on a treasure hunt. Yo! Ho! Ho! Help us
find the golden coins ... Arrrrr! Off we go! A special edition where the words and pictures take you on a journey far beyond the
page. This audio-enabled eBook comes with a gorgeous reading by Sam Newton, along with music and sound effects.
"The bees are busy and buzzing! Where does the honey bee live? What does the honey bee do best and why does it like to
dance? Lift the flaps to discover all the answers to these fun questions. With bright illustrations and simple, accessible and
interactive text, this is the perfect first introduction to trees for preschoolers. Little ones will even meet the queen bee! Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew is a world famous centre for botanical and mycological knowledge. With two inspiring gardens at Kew in
London, and Wakehurst in Sussex, visitors are enchanted with the wonder of plant diversity. Over the past 250 years Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew has made innumerable contributions to increasing the understanding of plants and fungi, with many
benefits for humankind."--Provided by publisher.
Which dinosaur is as big as an elephant? Can you spot a dinosaur in the sky? And who made those big footprints? Lift the flaps to
go on a dinosaur adventure!Meet several dinosaur characters and learn first words and fun facts in this brilliant, entertaining
book.Bloomsbury's Lift and Look board books are packed full of large cut-out flaps, especially designed for little hands. They also
feature bright and beautiful illustrations and fun, engaging text which children will adore. Available in a range of young children's
favourite topics, including Garden, School, Dinosaurs and Space.
Blast into space with this exciting board book, packed full of flaps!
Which animal friend will Ted jump about with today? Will he hop like a fluffy, snuffly bunny? Or leap like a lovely little lamb? Or
maybe even spring up and down like a funny, croaky frog? Lift the flaps to find out what Ted's marvellous imagination can conjure
up this time.
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